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AUTHOR AND URBAN DESIGNER NICK CORBETT CHARTS THE INFLUENCE OF THE PUBLIC

REALM ON URBAN REGENERATION – FROM VICTORIAN BRITAIN TO PRESENT-DAY LEBANON

BEIRUT’S NEW FREEDOM Square is
testimony to the importance of public
space in shaping the destiny of a
nation. The city deserves its reputation
as the Paris of the east – even though
Lebanon’s long civil war has left it as
one of the world’s most destroyed and
dislocated places, it remains one of the
world’s most beautiful cities (see
International update, page 9). 

As with the freedom revolutions that
have swept across eastern Europe and
the Middle East, Lebanon’s stand for
freedom is being made in its public
squares and interconnected streets.
Beirut’s urban renaissance, which has
been under way for a decade, has played
a key role in the events leading up to the
current ‘cedar’ revolution, which has
seen hundreds of thousands of ordinary
people demonstrating for freedom.

Since the early 1990s, following the
clean-up operation after the civil 
war, Christians and Muslims have
again played cards together in 
Martyrs’ Square – Beirut’s main public
space. After the recent assassination of
Lebanon’s Prime Minister, Rafik Hariri,

vast crowds from the country’s diverse
religious and ethnic backgrounds have
gathered in Martyrs’ Square to demand
civil rights and freedoms. The people
have renamed the square Freedom
Square, and from here the destiny of
the nation is being changed. 

Reflecting values in public spaces
The stands being made for freedom
from the public spaces of Lebanon and
from cities across the world are echoes
of earlier events in Britain – which are
continuing to unfold. Changing public
spaces are a fascinating reflection of
changing values. 

In the 19th century, educated people
became increasingly informed about

the dark recesses of Britain’s booming
industrial cities. Many were horrified
by the suffering and the squalor.
Perhaps surprisingly, large numbers of
the better off did not retreat from the
city but formed an active citizenry –
joining improvement boards, friendly
societies, mechanics institutes and
missionary societies, which were
inspired by biblical quotes such as
Isaiah 58, ‘that they will be rebuilders,
repairers, and restorers of streets’.

After the Napoleonic Wars, the 
well-to-do took advantage of new
opportunities to travel across Europe,
and a romantic attachment formed
with Paris and the Italian city states. 
A different kind of vision began to be
shared for the cities back home in
Britain – for something that could 
be beautiful, independent and a safe
haven for its people. The result was a
growing interest in the possibilities 
for city government and urban 
design. This was followed by urban
improvements that included civic
piazzas, boulevards, town hall palaces
and public libraries. 

Above: On 14 March,

many thousands of people

from Beirut’s diverse

communities came to

Martyrs’ Square to make a

stand for freedom and

independence from Syria;

the people renamed the

square Freedom Square

“In the 20th century
there was no effective
organisation or active
citizenry to defend the
quality of city streets, civic
piazzas, and urban parks”
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community action groups. The
Government is equipping and
channelling this not-for-profit resource
in a way not seen since Victorian times.

The artistic principles that were
ingrained in the thinking of the
builders of the Italian city states are
being rediscovered. The culture of fear
and risk avoidance that took control of
town halls in the 20th century and
which allowed highway officers to
erect guard railing to fence people in,
to apply crazy paving schemes, and to
plant a plethora of warning signs on
urban streets, is being challenged.

Taken on trust
Proposals to improve streets and
squares are now appearing on the front
pages of provincial and national
newspapers, demonstrating that civic
interest is alive and well. There is even
a national debate about the Royal
Borough of Kensington and Chelsea’s
proposals to improve Exhibition Road.
This is a radical project which proposes
the removal of pavements and the
sharing of space between motorists and
pedestrians (see Green Places 13, p11).
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Towns and cities competed,
desperate to prove their intellectual
and artistic credentials. The Victorian
urban renaissance transformed the
heart of Britain’s industrial cities and
we continue to enjoy its legacy.

A changing time
There were many encroaches on this
civic pride during the 20th century.
Town hall talent was lost in the wars
and survivors were attracted into
business or central Government where
power was increasingly centralised.
Decisions about individual cities and
about the design and management of
public space were increasingly made by
people who might never have visited
the place they were changing. 

With the rise of the different
environmental professions, decision
makers increasingly withdrew into
their own specialist boxes and the 
gaps between these boxes left power
vacuums. Neglect and anti-social
behaviour crept into the gaps on 
our streets and squares. The problems 
were exacerbated by the economic
slumps in the 20th century that hit 
the industrial cities hardest. 

The lack of local leaders, the
fragmentation of expertise, the
complex and fragmented decision-
making structures, and greater legal
complexity – all conspired to make it
impossible to prevent urban decline.
Urban public space was increasingly
controlled by utility companies and 
by advertisers. 

During the 20th century there was
no effective organisation or active
citizenry to defend the quality of city
streets, civic piazzas and urban parks.
People felt increasingly powerless to
change where they lived – but they
were also increasingly mobile. The
better off retreated from the city to the
countryside, which was to be swamped
with unprecedented suburbanisation.

The re-awakening of civic pride
Curiously, the vision for a better city, a
place of beauty that brings people
together, did not die, but found favour
again at the end of the 20th century. If
people are to be aware of the complexity
and variety of the society they are a part
of, and if they are to appreciate notions
of civic identity and respect for others,
there must be a place where they can

occasionally see and experience a
diverse cross section of that society – 
this is one of the functions of the city
and its public spaces. 

The re-naming of Beirut’s Martyrs’
Square to Freedom Square is symbolic
of this human need to engage in public
life. By simply being in a lively urban
square where different members of a
diverse society are gathered together,
there is a shared experience that evokes
a positive sense of participation.

In recent years, the Government 
has identified sustainable urban
communities as an essential part of
Britain’s future. New governance
structures have empowered political
leaders at a local level – encouraging 
a new trickle of town hall talent. 
These leaders can draw on a growing
army of better-equipped, multi-skilled
regeneration and urban design practit-
ioners, of whom increasing numbers
can track their way through legalistic
bureaucracy and bridge professional
divides. These practitioners form an
army that networks effectively and
gathers at events like the ‘Delivering
Sustainable Communities Summit’, held
in Manchester in February (see Opinion,
p12, and Green Places 13, p7 and pp14-
15), and they export their skills around
the world.

It is not just the professionals who
are waking up; England’s cities are 
once again home to active citizens who
are determined to get directly involved,
joining local strategic partnerships and

Above: Manchester’s

municipal palace, the

Gothic town hall designed

by Alfred Waterhouse

Top left:The Placa Reial,

Barcelona, Spain, is an

impressive architectural

composition and a

successful community space

Above left: On Kensington

High Street, London,

highway regulations have

been reinterpreted to

eliminate obstacles to

pedestrian freedom
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The project has generated so much
media interest because it touches on key
issues facing British society in the 21st
century – not least the issue of trust.
When we look at the way that 
some people behave in public space, and
the way that decision makers have
mismanaged public space, there are
plenty of reasons why we should not
trust people. However, trust and high-
quality public space go hand-in-hand.

This is the crux of the problem with
guard railing and many other highway
safety measures – they reinforce a
negative message that people are not to
be trusted. Part of the healing process for
citizens of Lebanon since the civil war
has been ordinary people learning to
trust each other again, not least through
coming together in restored public
spaces. Beirut’s squares have brought
people together for a more positive
shared experience of urban living.

New ideas about trust, pedestrian
freedom and responsible behaviour
between different users of urban space
are now being aired in refreshing 
ways. The improvements to London’s
Kensington High Street (see Green Places
06, ‘Space in action’, pp32-34) have
shown how highway regulations can

be reinterpreted to eliminate clutter
and obstacles to pedestrian freedom.
An evidence-based approach with
effective video monitoring has shown
that removing guard rails and excessive
signage does not make a street more
dangerous, but makes people more
aware of each other, reduces obstacles
for disabled people, and creates a better
environment. Similar improvements 
to Trafalgar Square have reintegrated
the space into the everyday lives of
Londoners, as well as tourists. This is all
significant for civil renewal and
building up trust between different
groups in society.

Masterplanning is playing a key 
role in reinvigorating Victorian industrial
towns and cities across England. Urban

Regeneration Companies (URCs) are
being set up with masterplans that 
serve as coherent vision documents for
the delivery of urban transformations.
Through partnership working, the
URCs are helping local authorities 
to tackle the complexity of the
development process, bringing key
players together under one banner.

The new tools and delivery vehicles
for urban regeneration are resulting in
levels of investment in some of our
towns and cities that are comparable to
Victorian times. This activity supports
civic renewal in the UK – and by
exporting urban regeneration skills and
experience, helps to promote freedom,
tolerance and democracy in cities
across the world.

Nick Corbett is the author of Transforming cities:
revival in the square (RIBA Enterprises,
www.ribabookshops.com, 2005; see Green Places
13, Sourcebook, p42). He is a vice-chair of the
Urban Land Institute in Birmingham and principal
urban designer for the urban regeneration
company Derby Cityscape.

Visit: www.derbycityscape.com 

Top right: Improvements to

London’s Trafalgar Square

have reintegrated the space

into the everyday lives of

Londoners and tourists

Below right: Public art

which brings people

together in Victoria Square,

Birmingham’s main 

civic space

Far right: Appropriate street

furniture allows people to

linger and encourages use

of public space, as here in

Bridley Place, Birmingham 

The regeneration of Birmingham city centre was recently awarded a global award from the
Urban Land Institute at a ceremony in New York.The city demonstrates the importance of
public space in urban regeneration. In the 19th century,Birmingham benefited from a visionary
mayor, Joseph Chamberlain, who implemented municipal improvements on a grand scale. His
legacy has survived to an extent, but Birmingham suffered greatly through war damage, poor-
quality, post-war planning and highway engineering, and loss of wealth and talent to new
suburbs and county towns.

At the end of the 1990s the sparks of municipal leadership began to ignite again – and,
slowly but surely, the neglected city centre is being turned around. Through implementing 
an urban design strategy Birmingham is now well embarked on an urban renaissance of a 
scale unknown since the time of Chamberlain.

The process began when Birmingham City Council and its partners organised an
international design symposium in 1988 – the Highbury Initiative – to address the city’s
problems. This brought together local interests and international design and regeneration
talent to create a new ‘City centre design strategy’.

Birmingham demonstrates how a strategic approach can be developed to channel
resources in a coherent way to transform the built environment. It shows the importance of
public space in regeneration and in making a city competitive in the global marketplace.

A CASE IN POINT: BIRMINGHAM
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